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We may earn commission from links on this page, but we only recommend products we return to. Why trust us? Nicole Price Fasig has more than 500,000 life-enhancing smartphone apps, saving money, organizing schedules (and counting), and sorting through them to find the best can feel impossible. We asked you to tell us which apps you like best. From
there, we assessed their features and tried them against similar programs. Now all you have to do is download. (Be sure to check out our team's favorite free apps for a few more great choices!) 1 in 8 weight loss you said: MyFitnessPal helps me track my calories. – Justin Quintus I lost 18 kg with MyFitnessPal! – Tammy Cressage GHRI says: Yes! We found
MyFitnessPal (free; Android, BlackBerry, iPhone, Windows) to be the easiest, most comprehensive app for recording your calorie intake and daily exercise. With over a million containers, it has the largest database of any of those we've tried. 2 out of 8 also check out how to cook everything ($10; iPhone) is a great, user-friendly cookbook that lets you easily
plan healthy meals. Go over it at the grocery store while you've been considering what to do with this beautiful bunch of beets. 3 out of 8 shopping you said: Key chain keeps all your frequent buyer cards in one place. — Karin StrayanShopSavvy, go where to get the cheapest price. — Kristina Alvarez Pike GHRI says: We love keychain award cards (free;
Android, BlackBerry, iPhone, Windows) as much as you do. Compared to similar apps, we found store cards scanned in key currency more accurately, making it photography to take advantage of loyalty programs. 4 out of 8 also check out the deal finding apps like ShopSavvy tend to be limited partners. It's best to look for convenient features, like photo
scanning and voice search, within stronger apps. One try: Google Buyer (free; Android, iPhone). 5 out of 8 organization you said: Cosi keeps us organized. Love the text reminders. – Amy Carter Henderson ToMarket is a grocery list that has everything you will ever buy, sorted by transition. – Charlene Bird Helen Cosi (free; Android, BlackBerry, iPhone) is
useful for tracking family schedules: calendars and lists can be shared and color-coordinated by a person. ToMarket ($4, Android) is an impressive paperless grocery list - but there are free and easy-to-use apps for 6 out of 8 and also check out springpad (free; Android, iPhone) is a great resource to go to list preparation, with templates for shopping,
packaging, movies, recipes, and more. Nice bonus: You can add photos, notes or audio attachments. 7 out of 8 driving you said: GasBuddy - finding cheap gas is always an advantage! – Ashley Steadman We use GasBuddy in cities where we don't know the best prices. – Amy Chaiken Wolffe GHRI says: GasBuddy (free; Android, BlackBerry, iPhone,
Windows) is the simplest app for finding the cheapest and closest pumps. It uses GPS to identify your current location, or you can search a specific place. Most of the gas Apps work the same way. 8 out of 8 also check mobile YP (free; Android, BlackBerry, iPhone, Windows) will not only yeman fuel prices, but will also look - via voice recognition - for any
business you might flip in the phone book. Publishing - Continue reading below This content is created and maintained by a third party, and is imported to this page to help users provide their e-mail addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content on piano.io 8K TMS, Robots, smart home gadgets, wearables, audio, AI, and
much, much more on the last day of CEATEC 2017 by Dr. Marco Zangirolami • 2017-10-06T12:48:08.278Z Google unveiled their new service late on Sunday night: Google Apps for Your Domain, a collaborative group of Google tools for businesses and other organizations. Here's what it's all about: Google Apps for Your Domain allows you to offer our
communications and collaboration tools to your entire organization - customizable through your branding, color scheme and content using the Administrative Control Panel, and no hardware or software to install or maintain. The tools include Gmail, Google Talk, Google Calendar and Google Page Creator, and you choose the combo that works for your
business. Currently, you can sign up for a beta service, and the best of it all is all free - given all you get it's a pretty good deal. Do you plan to use google apps? Thoughts for comments or tips on lifehacker.com. Google Apps for your domain Every item on this page is carefully selected by a beautiful home editor. We may earn a commission on some of the
items you choose to buy. They'll make your life easier. August 27, 2014 Courtesy of the manufacturer they will make your life much easier. 1 out of 4 Home Talk Crowdsource millions of users questions about renovation, contractors, design, DIY projects, gardening.hometalk.com. 2 of 4 Nextdoor private social network to communicate with your neighbors.
Post about new local shops, yard sales, or lost pets. nextdoor.com. 3 out of 4 account house independent boutiques and fashion stores across the U.S., with in-store assistance via virtual chat. houseacct.com. The next new publication of Laundry Tech Services - Continue reading below this content created and maintained by a third party, and imported to
this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about it and similar content in the iTunes app store piano.io has a big discovery problem: with close to 100,000 apps dripping from its ranks, it's hard to sift through a mob to find the good stuff. A new app called Chorus, which hits the app store this week, is
designed to make app search a smarter, more social affair. A number of websites like AppStoreHQ, AppShopper and AppSpot have already grown to address the same need, but none of these sites live on the iPhone itself. (It is to their credit that they offer some services that Choir cannot; some inform you when apps go on sale, while others offer Blogs that
help guide users.) Chorus pulls your contacts on Facebook and the address book and asks them for app recommendations, which is a good way to get suggestions from your friends. But it also allows you to see recommendations from other choral users, and V allows you to downsize to people near you who might want to show you their app collection. If you
don't trust your colleagues, there's always AppMavens, or users who've been tracked in the choir as high-quality app pickers. The choir seems to be aimed primarily at people who don't have the time or inclination to troll the app store themselves and want to use their friends as shortcuts. If you're on the other side of this relationship -- so, if you're the app
store expert people consult for offers -- you might be more interested in AppSniper, which monitors app pricing and warns you when prices drop. Chorus, which is made by envIO Key, is available for free and can be downloaded from the iTunes Store here. March 26, 2017 9 minutes to read opinions expressed by entrepreneurial donors are their own. You're
reading The Middle East Entrepreneur, an international franchise of media entrepreneurs. Being an entrepreneur isn't easy. You have to wear many hats – mantel, finance, marketing, sales, manager, IT, and multitask tasks your way through the various roles, constantly trying to grow and expand your young business. Fortunately the advent of business
applications brings systems and solutions that were once the preservation of large organizations right into the palm of your hand. Need to plan your week, schedule work for your teams, map your cash flow? There's an app for that. In fact, as we approach a decade since the launch of apple's app store -followed a few years later by the Android/Google
equivalent - it's fair to say there's an app for everything. The enterprise app market was valued at $150 billion in 2015, but is expected to nearly double in size, to around $290 billion, by 2024. And more and more entrepreneurs are taking to business apps to keep their companies running smoothly. A 2015 survey found that a third of small and medium-sized
businesses used more than five apps in the previous year for everything from documentation and workflow to electronic signing of contracts and work orders. Let's take a look at seven standout apps to help you maintain and develop your business, no matter what hat you wear.1 Best business app for... Better communication as an entrepreneur, staying
connected with other members of your team is as vital as it is difficult. Especially in the modern business world where many start-ups (and larger businesses) operate remotely, using staff and freelancers who may be based anywhere in the world. What's more, because entrepreneurs are often found and not chained to a table, you need an all-inclusive and
easy-to-understand line of communication with colleagues. Fortunately, such a platform exists - and it's called Slack. Allowing spacing Organized and searchable communication channels are sorted by type — projects, plots, finances, human resources, so that anyone who needs information about a particular business function can quickly and easily access
it. Communication can take place through an instant or private message, and links and attachments are easily shared through a drag-and-drop system. Slack was widely praised in the industry, with some experts even claiming the platform could spell the end of the email entirely. Awards such as best start-up of the year at this year's TechCrunch Crunchies
Awards go some way to backing up such claims.2. Best business app for... Increasing the sales organization is important at every level of your business, but when it comes to sales it can be the difference between sealing the deal and watching it sail by. As any salesperson knew, few businesses are willing to buy at the first point of contact. In fact, according
to a survey of a marketing doughnut last year, nearly two-thirds of leads would be unwilling to approve a purchase for at least three months, with 20% needing them over a year. Pair this with research from Inside Sales that found that, when businesses are ready to buy, up to half go with the supplier they first spoke to and it's clear you need to keep on top of
your sales pipeline at all times. Today there are a number of great customer relationship management (CRM) systems to help you. The one that keeps getting better with each one is Zoho CRM. Zoho gives you all the information you can possibly need about your customers and potential customers – contact information, sales notes, last contact, next contact
and so on – from wherever you are, on any device. And of course it fits in really well with other Zoho apps such as SalesIQ, which offer website tracking software and analytics on an easy-to-use platform.3. Best business app for... Effective marketing Keeping on top of your sales pipeline is important, but if you don't deliver your message to your audience
effectively, you'll have nothing in the pipeline in the first place. That's where marketing comes in. Marketing is a function that is often ignored. Partly because they focus their efforts on assing to customers who already have. Plus, it can be time-consuming and difficult. This emerges from a 2016 survey that found that nearly half of small business owners are
unsure whether they are marketed effectively, with 14% conceding that they are not doing enough. But now it's much easier thanks to innovative apps like Buffer, which makes it easier for you to push marketing content across a variety of platforms in minutes. Buffer brings all your social accounts together –Twitter, LinkedIn, Facebook, Instagram, Pinterest
and more – and allows easy scheduling of posts across all channels, whether you're in the office or on the move. The Pablo app feature also allows original marketing content to be created in just a few clicks. You can then analyze and monitor engagement from Dashboard or mobile app.4. Best business app for... Improved human resources function
management and human resources function in a small and growing business is notoriously difficult: both find the right employees –which 36% of admitted SMEs have difficulty surveying the latest Gini conference, and managing existing personnel alongside new beginners. Again, there's an app. Step forward BambooHR – an award-winning human resources
platform that makes it easier for businesses of all sizes. Booked through an online portal and mobile app, BambooHR helps companies find high-caliber candidates and easily track, evaluate and share candidate information across the business. As for current personnel management, both managers and individual employees can access a customizable and
automated online portal where they can track time off, training, benefits and salaries and manage their employee information. The app's potential to save entrepreneurs time and money is huge, all from your mobile device if you choose.5. Best business app for... Managing your time as an entrepreneur, time is your most valuable resource. When you're
drawn in so many directions during the workday —not to mention trying to fit into a family or social life—it feels like there just aren't enough hours in it. Technology can help here, too. There is no app that will actually extend the day, but there are many that can help you better manage the time you have. One of them is Cal, from the award-winning productivity
apps Any.do. Cal lets you view and manage your task list and calendar from one handy app —giving you a view of every task that's ahead of you that day. From there you can create new events and invite contacts to meetings and meetings, sharing a time, date and location in as many keystrokes.6. Best business app for... Taking control of your projects with
the entrepreneur's many famous hats come from a variety of different projects that need active management and control. For example, a plot project might include a relationship with a designer, vendor, and option. While a customer campaign may require organizing a wide range of colleagues, customers, and external support staff. Managing a variety of
project tasks across many different stakeholders with different needs and deadlines is not easy, and certainly not working for e-mail. A strong project management solution is required. One of the best out there is Bayscamp. Essentially, Basecamp acts as one port of call for each task your business undertakes. Instead of working across separate workflows
and hidden in inboxes and pads, Basecamp brings everything – to-do lists, purchase orders, invoices, quotes, chat logs and more – under one roof. Using a central portal lets everyone in and out of your business know where things stand —what we'll do and what needs to be done. Such is Basecamp's ability to make businesses work more productively that,
in its latest survey Nearly 90% of respondents said they had a better grip on their business since using the app.7. Best business app for... Stay on top of funds we end up with an app to help entrepreneurs track the life blood of their business – cash. It's pretty simple that bad cash flow –running out of money – is the main reason why start-ups are failing. You
need a way to know exactly what funds are coming into your business and what's going on, both today and in the future. When it comes to managing your business finances, QuickBooks makes the pitch: quotes, invoices, salaries, expenses, taxes, anything that falls under the funding umbrella. You can even link it directly to your bank account to automate
the process completely. Plus, the QuickBooks mobile app gives you a picture of your business's cash flow at the touch of a button. With so many great features there is a reason why QuickBooks is the world's number one online accounting software, it makes staying on top of your finances super easy. None of these apps provide a magic solution. To do that
as an entrepreneur you still need a great idea, great staff, bags of hard work and luck. But the gap between success and failure is sometimes fine, so you need all the help you can get to run your business seamlessly and keep things under control. Business apps like the ones covered in this article can make a difference. Related: Five signs you have a great
business idea
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